This document serves as the official announcement of the End of Life of the following products:

- BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter Scanning
- BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter with Internal Scanning
- BeyondSaaS Web Application Scanning

Summary

BeyondTrust is announcing the End of Life date for BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter Scanning, BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter with Internal Scanning and BeyondSaaS Web Application Scanning.

Effective immediately, BeyondTrust will no longer provide upgrades, enhancements, or maintenance to these products. Customers using any of these products should switch to an alternative scanning solution.

Intended Audience(s)

This announcement is intended for customers with the above-listed products.
Relevant Product SKUs

This announcement affects the following SKUs:

- **Product SKU:** RSAAS  
  **Product Title:** BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter Scan Service

- **Product SKU:** RSAAS  
  **Product Title:** BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter Scan Service with Internal Scanning

- **Product SKU:** RWSAAS  
  **Product Title:** BeyondSaaS Web App Service

Key Dates

**Last Order Date:** No longer for sale

**End of Service Life and End of Renewal Date**

For existing customers under current maintenance contracts:

- BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter and BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter with Internal Scanning: December 31, 2019
- BeyondSaaS Web Application Scanning: May 10, 2019

Replacement Product

BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter Scanning and BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter with Internal Scanning can be replaced with:

- BeyondTrust Enterprise Vulnerability Management (Powered by Retina) – BeyondTrust Enterprise Vulnerability Management offers the same (Retina) scanner that powers BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter and Internal Scanning components. Customers can strategically deploy scanners in order to achieve the same level of scanning being accomplished by BeyondSaaS.
BeyondSaaS Web Application Scanning can be replaced with:

• Acunetix Vulnerability Scanner – an on-premise web vulnerability scanner for in depth crawl and analysis.

Renewals

BeyondTrust is not offering renewal options.

Support

Effective immediately and until January 31, 2020, BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter Scanning and BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter with Internal Scanning will receive the following support:

• We will address issues/bugs if deemed critical to the operation of the solution; we will also address any critical security vulnerabilities.

• We will not enhance features or add new features to these products.

Effective May 10, 2019, all support ends for BeyondSaaS Web Application Scanning.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

1. Why is BeyondTrust making this decision?

These single-focused solutions are no longer strategic to BeyondTrust’s focus as a leader in the Privileged Access Management and Vulnerability Management space. BeyondTrust will continue to invest in its traditional vulnerability scanning offering of BeyondTrust Enterprise Vulnerability Management. (Formerly known as Retina, Retina CS, Retina Network Security Scanner).

2. What are the key action dates?

Last Order Date: No longer for sale
End of Service Life and End of Renewal Date:

For existing customers under current maintenance contracts:
3. What if I don’t do anything?

Effective May 10, 2019, BeyondSaaS Web Application Scanning service will be terminated, no additional scans will be performed.

Effective December 31, 2019, BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter and BeyondSaaS PCI/Perimeter with Internal Scanning service will be terminated, no additional scans will be performed.

4. Whom do I contact with questions?

Please contact your sales representative or sales@beyondtrust.com for any questions.